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AST CLEANING AND FUEL DISPOSAL 
MICHAEL ROAD FUEL FARM B-20 TANK 

MARINE CORPS BASE 
CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

CATLIN PROJECT NO. 209-038 

AUGUST 11,2009 

1.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1.1 PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION 

Marine Corps Base (MCB), Camp Lejeune received an off-specification 
shipment of B-20 bio-diesel fuel (A-A-59693) to tank number HP961-03A at 
the Michael Road Fuel Farm (MRFF). Refer to Appendix B for laboratory 
data. 

The purpose of this Aboveground Storage Tank (AST) Cleaning and Fuel 
Disposal project was to complete the removal and disposal of out of 
specification 8-20 fuel and cleaning one 15,000 gallon AST located at the 
MRFF aboard MCB, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. The tank was emptied 
of approximately 4,000 gallons of B-20 bio-diesel fuel, which had been 
corr~promised due to high water content. One of the goals was to dispose 
of the compromised fuel in a manner that could give the base recycle 
credit. The tank was then cleaned and visually inspected in order to be put 
back into service. 

1.2 SCOPE OF WORK 

The fuel first had to be removed from the tank, the fuel disposed of 
accordingly, and the tank cleaned in preparation of another shipment of B- 
20 being received and operations resumed. The subject tank last had an 
out-of-service inspection performed in October 2004. The next AP1653 
inspection is to be an in-service inspection, which is currently scheduled for 
the summer of 2009. 

2.0 PREVIOUS INVESTIGA'TIONS, REMEDIATION AND/OR CLOSURE 

Information obtained from previous assessment reports conducted by 
Environmental Technology, Inc., dated October 11, 2004, indicates the vertical 
tank identified as HP961-03A was cleaned and inspected on October4,2004. A 
document titled: API Standard 653 lnspection Report Out-of Senlice lnspection 
Tank #HP961-03A MCB Camp Lejeune summarizing the findings of the original 
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testing is on file with the MCB Camp Lejeune. A copy of the inspection report is 
included in Appendix B. 

3.0 SlTE DESCRIP'TION 

3.1 AREAOFINVESTIGATION 

The MRFF complex is located just off Michael Road, west of Snead's Ferry 
Road, east of Ash Street and south of Holcomb Boulevard aboard the 
MCB, Camp Lejeune in Onslow County, North Carolina. The Fuel Farm 
and AST location are presented on Figures 1 and 2. 

3.2 AST INVENTORY 

The AST scheduled for cleaning contained approximately 4,000 gallons of 
out of specification B-20 bio-diesel fuel. Available information pertaining to 
the container and contents is summarized below. Refer to Table 1 for 
additional AST system information. 

3.3 SlTE HISTORY AND OPERATION 

Refer to Table 2 for AST ownerloperator information. 

Size 
10.5' Diam x 23.375' Height 

4.0 SlTE FIELD INVESTIGATION 

Configuration 
Vertical 

Tank # 
HP961-03A 

Field services commenced on 16 June 2009 and were completed on 17 June 
2009. Prior to the beginning of fieldwork the appropriate inter agency 
departments along with the base fire department were contacted and provided a 
tentative schedule of activities. In addition a safety meeting was held onsite 
prior to the commencement of work and lock-out1 tag-out was performed in 
conjunction with Hawthorne Services Inc., the fuel farm managing service. 
Other parties present included Environmental and Industrial Resources (EVO), 
providing cleaning and disposal and Catlin Engineers and Scientists (CATLIN) 
providing oversite, coordination and documentation. The following tasks were 
performed to complete the project: 

Type of Inspection 
Out-of-Service-visual only 

Empting of the AST began with decanting of 350 gallons of nuisance water from 
the bottom of the tank directly into EVO's vacuum truck. The water was 
disposed through direct coordination with the MCB Camp Lejeune 
Environmental Manqgement Division (EMD) at the oillwater separator at Building 
977. The remaining contarr~inated fuel was drained from the AST into the 
vacuum truck and then transferred to a waiting tanker truck for transportation to 
the recycling center. A total of 4090 gallons of product was taken to Triangle 
Bio-Fuels in Wilson, NC for recycling. 
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Once the AST was emptied the man way covers were removed for 
inspectionlcleaning. After the lower man way cover was removed the remaining 
150 gallons of sludge in the bottom of the tank was pumped into the vacuum 
truck. The hydro blasting cleaning equipment was set up and the area below the 
floatirlg roof was cleaned using pressurized water and Simple Green 
biodegradable cleaning solvent. The dosing rate of the cleaning solution was 4 
gallons Simple Green mixed with 100 gallons of clean water. This dosage was 
applied three times then a triple rinse was completed with pressurized clean 
water. During this potion of the cleaning process, Randy Acosta (Camp Lejeune 
ROICC) made a site visit. 

After the lower portion of the AST was cleaned, the area above the floating roof 
was cleaned using the hydro blasting technique and dosage rate previously 
discussed. All cleaning fluids were containerized via vacuuming into the vacuum 
truck. A total of 1004 gallons of nuisance water (including the 150 gallons of 
sludge from the previous day) were containerized in the vacuum truck. 

Originally EMD had indicated that the cleaninglnuisance water from the tank 
cleaning process c o ~ ~ l d  go into the oillwater separator at Building 977 however, 
based on the amount of sludge present, ENID would not accept the additional 
fluids. Therefore, the fluids were transported to a certified offsite disposal 
facility. Manifests were completed with signatures from MCB EMD for 
transportation of the product and nuisancelcleaning fluids. In addition EMD 
requested the vacuum truck obtain a weigh ticket from the base certified scales. 
Copies of all transportation paperwork were distributed to EMD and Hawthorne 
Services. Additionally copies of all manifests etc. have been included as 
Appendix A of this document. 

With the cleaning and visual inspection complete, new gaskets were installed on 
the man way covers and new bolts and nuts were used to re-secure the man 
way covers. The site was cleaned and once accepted by the fuel farm 
managing service the lock-out procedure was terminated. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The contaminated product was successfully renioved and a large portion was 
salvaged for recycle. Direct field measurements of fluid quantities indicate the 
AST contained a total of 5090 gallons total fluids. Breakdown by fluid type was 
4090 gallons of biodiesel product, 350 gallons of nuisance water and 150 
gallons of particulate sludge. An additional 804 gallons of nuisance water 
(cleaning solution) and emulsified sludge were generated in the cleaning 
process. An additional 50 gallons of sludge was generated during the straining 
of ,the 4090 gallons at the recycle center. All .Fluids were properly manifested 
and disposed at the appropriate certified facilities. 

CATLIN recommends the tank remain out of service for the upcoming scheduled 
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maintenance work at the fuel farm. The foam log portion of the floating roof 
was observed to be worn and may warrant replacement as part of the next 
scheduled maintenance associated with the fuel farms. CAI-LIN also 
recommends that the fuel lines associated with the dispenser of the AST be 
thoroughly cleaned and purged prior to putting the AST back into service. 

6.0 REFERENCES 

Environmental Technology, Inc.,"API Standard 653 lnspection Report Out-of 
Senlice lnspection Tank #HP961-03A MCB Camp Lejeune", dated October 
11, 2004. 
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Data Sources: Data Layers provided by MCB Camp Lejeune GIs Office. 

SITE VICINITY MAP 

WILMINGTON, NC 
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Triangle Biofuels 
Industries, Inc. 

Wilson, NC 27894-161 1 
Phone (252) 360-4274 Fax (252) 360-4254 
htt~://www.trianalebiofuels.com 

DATE 6/21 12009 
Certificate #: 20090621A 

Disposal For: 
CATLIN Engineers and Scientists 
220 Old Dairy Road 
Wilmington, N.C. 28405 
Ph. (910) 452-5861 

Comments or Special Instructions: 
Fuel contaminated with water and algae. Fuel decanted and filtered upon intake at plant. 

Itered, spun, recycled and 
burned in boiler. 

SUBTOTAL 

TAX RATE 

SALES TAX 

OTHER 

TOTAL 

I 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS! 

ZH N/A 611 7/09 Customer 611 9/09 09062 1 -23A 



ENVIRONMENTAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES 

1703 Vargrave Street 

Winston-Salem, NC 27107 

ph 336- 725-5844 

fa 336-725-6244 

CERTIFICATE OF DISPOSAL 

Evo Corporation does hereby certify that 804 gallons of non-hazardous 
contaminated water received on 06/17/2009 from: 

Generator: MCB Camp Lejeune 

Originating at: Michael Road Fuel Farm 
Camp Lejeune, NC 

EC Waste ID #: 060923 

has been disposed of by Evo Corporation in a manner approved by the North 
Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources. 

Signature 

Thomas W. Hammett 
CEO 
Evo Corporation 



ENMRONMENTAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES 

1703 Vargrave Street 

Winston-Salem, NC 271 07 

ph 336-725-5844 

f a  336-725-6244 

CERTIFICATE OF DISPOSAL 

Evo Corporation. does hereby certify that 200 gallons of non-hazardous 
!:ontxninated sludge received on Oh/17/2009 from: 

Generator: MCB Camp Lejeune 

Originating at: Michael Road Fuel Farm 
Camp Lejeune, IVC 

EC Waste ID #: 060923 

has been disposed of by Evo Corporation. in a manner approved by the North 
Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources. 

Signature 

Thomas W. Hammett 
CEO 
Evo Corporation 
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API STANDARD 653 INSPECTION REPORT 
OUT-OP-SERVICE INSPECTION 

TANK #HP961-03A 
MCB CAMP LEJEUNE 

CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

Prepared for: 

Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Atlantic Division 
1 5 10 Gilbert Street 

Norfolk, Virginia 235 1 1 - 2699 
Contract No. N62470-03-D-4001 

Delivery Order No. 0009 

Prepared by: 

Environmental Technology, Incorporated 
441 South Independence Boulevard, Suite 4 

Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452 
(757) 499-2 175 

October 1 1,2004 

recommends this document containing 
valuable historical information be 

Signatures: 

Inspector: 

Engineer: 

Certified API-653 Inspector, #I 667 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

An API Standard 653 Out-of-Service Inspection of Tank #HP96 1 -03A was completed on 
October 4,2004, to collect data and establish a data base for present and future inspections and 
evaluations. Nozzle and reinforcement evaluations of the accessible shell nozzles show that the 
nozzles are adequately reinforced and have a minimum remaining life of 25 years. A shell 
service life evaluation performed on all shell courses shows that the shell has 230 years of 
remaining life under current conditions, thereby, the next external visual inspection should be 
accomplished by a Certified Inspector prior to October 2009, and the next external ultrasonic 
thickness measurement inspection should be accomplished by a Certified Inspector prior to 
October 2019 in accordance with API Standard 653. A bottom service life evaluation shows the 
in-service interval of operation (years to next internal inspection) to be twenty years under 
current conditions, thereby, the next internal inspection should be accomplished by a Certified 
Inspector prior to October 2024 in accordance with API Standard 653. Inspection Results are 
listed in 4.0. Recommendations for Compliance with API Standard 653 are made in 5.0, and 
Other Recommendations are made in 6.0. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose: 

1.11 This report provides an engineering evaluation of Tank #HP961-03A located at 
the MCB Camp Lejeune in Jacksonville, NC. The report summarizes the results of an 
API Standard 653 Out-of-Service Inspection conducted by Environmental Technology, 
Inc., Project Number 100 142. This inspection was completed on October 4,2004. Our 
policy is: "Provide to the storage tank owner andlor manager the most precise and 
complete inspection and report possible." 



2.0 REFERENCES 

American Petroleum Institute: 

2.1.1 API Recommended Practice 574, Inspection Practices for Piping System 
Components. 

2.1.2 API Recommended Practice 575, Inspection of Atmospheric and Low-Pressure 
Storage Tanks. 

2.1.3 API Standard 650, Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage. 

2.1.4 APT Recommended Practice 65 I, Cathodic Protection of Aboveground Petroleum 
Storage Tanks. 

2.1.5 API Recommended Practice 652, Lining of Aboveground Petroleum Storage 
Tank Bottoms. 

2.1.6 API Standard 653, Tank Inspection, Repair, Alteration, and Reconstruction. 

Underwriters Laboratories Standards: 

2.2.1 UL Standard 142, Steel Aboveground Tanks for Flammable and Combustible 
Liquids. 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Codes: 

2.3.1 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code; Section V, Non-Destructive 
Examination. 

2.3.2 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code; Section IX, Welding and Brazing 
Qualifications. 

2.3.3 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code; Section VIII, Division 1, Rules for 
Construction of Pressure Vessels. 



2.4 Code of Federal Regulations: 

2.4.1 29 CFR 19 10, Permit-Required Confined Spaces for General Industry. 

2.4.2 40 CFR 112, Oil Pollution Prevention. 

2.5 National Association of Corrosion Engineers: 

2.5.1 NACE Recommended Practice, RPO184-9 1, Repair of Lining Systems. 

2.5.2 NACE Recommended Practice, RP0193-93, External Cathodic Protection of 
On-Grade Metallic Storage Tank Bottoms. 

2.5.3 NACE Recommended Practice, RP0288-94, Inspection of Linings on Steel and 
Concrete. 

2.6 National Fire Protection Association: 

2.6.1 NFPA-30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code. 



3.0 TANK DESCRIPTION 

3.1 Tank Description: 

Material: 

Ownerloperator: MCB Camp Lejeune 
Location: Jacksonville, NC 
Tank Number: HP961-03A 
Service: Diesel 
Specific Gravity: 0.84 
Diameter: 10.5 feet 
Shell Height: 23.375 feet 
Capacity: 15,200 gallons 
Configuration: Vertical 
Foundation: Concrete Pad 
Construction: Bottom: Butt-Welded 

Shell: Course # 1 : Butt-Welded 
Course #2: Butt-Welded 
Course #3: Butt-Welded 
Course #4: Butt-Welded 
Course #5: Butt-Welded 

Fixed Roof: Butt-Welded 
Bottom: Carbon Steel, Unknown Grade 
Shell: Course # 1 : Unknown 

Course #2: Unknown 
Course #3 : Unknown 
Course #4: Unknown 
Course #5: Unknown 

Fixed Roof: Carbon Steel, Unknown Grade 
Built: 1991 
Age: 13 years 
Operating Limits: Minimum Metal Temperature: 30°F 

Maximum Metal Temperature: Ambient 
Minimum Pressure: Atmospheric (no vacuum) 
Maximum Pressure: Product 

Seismic Zone: 1 
Construction Code: UL-142 
Inspection Type: Out-of-Service Inspection 
Inspection Date: October 4, 2004 
Last External Visual Inspection Year: Unknown 
Last External Ultrasonic Thickness Inspection Year: 1991 
Last Out-of-Service Inspection Year: Unknown 



4.0 INSPECTION RESULTS 

4.1 Containment: The secondary containment area is concrete, and does not have a liner. The 
secondary containment appears to be properly graded to drain water away from the tank bottom 
in accordance with NFPA 30-2.3.4.3(a). The secondary containment area has a dike drain and is 
in satisfactory condition. The secondary containment area volume appears to be sufficient to 
contain the stored product and impervious to the stored product. The secondary containment is 
in satisfactory condition. 

4.2 Foundation: The foundation consists of a concrete pad. A bottom-to-foundation seal is 
not evident. The foundation in satisfactory condition. 

4.3 Cathodic Protection: The tank does not have a cathodic protection system installed. 

4.4 Bottom: The tank has a butt-welded flat bottom. The nominal thickness of the bottom is 
0.25 inches. The bottom was scanned (approximately 95%) for underside corrosion using 
Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) technology and revealed no significant underside corrosion. Two 
electronic coupons (100% ultrasonic thickness scan over a one foot square area) were examined 
on the bottom to determine the presence of underside corrosion. The electronic coupon 
thicknesses ranged from a minimum of 0.241 inches to a maximum of 0.254 inches (see Bottom 
Electronic Coupon Measurement table in Appendix C). The bottom was examined visually with 
the aid of a light held parallel to the bottom plates, which illuminates pitting and other 
discrepancies. Random thickness measurements of the bottom plates range from a minimum of 
0.248 inches to a maximum of 0.256 inches, excluding the underside corrosion indications 
located by the MFL scan. Random thickness measurements are listed in the Bottom Plate 
Thickness Measurements table in Appendix C. A bottom service life evaluation shows that the 
in-service interval of operation (years to next internal inspection) is twenty years under current 
conditions, thereby, the next internal inspection should be accomplished by a Certified Inspector 
prior to October 2024 in accordance with API Standard 653. The bottom service life evaluation 
is shown in Appendix A. The bottom butt welds were tested with a vacuum box and are in 
satisfactory condition. A visual examination of the welds shows them to be in satisfactory 
condition. 

4.5 Shell: The tank consists of five (5) butt-welded courses. The exterior of the shell has a 
thin coating system. The exterior coating of the shell is in satisfactory condition. The shell was 
evaluated for remaining metal thickness using ultrasonic technology. Thickness measurements 
are listed in the Shell Plate Thickness Measurements table in Appendix C. A shell service life 
evaluation performed on all shell courses shows the shell as having 230 years of remaining life 
under current conditions, thereby, the next external visual inspection should be accomplished by 



a Certified Inspector prior to October 2009, and the next external ultrasonic thickness 
measurement inspection should be accomplished by a Certified Inspector prior to October 2019 
in accordance with API Standard 653. The shell'service life evaluation is shown in the Shell 
Service Life Evaluation table in Appendix A. Roundness, plumbness, peaking, and banding of 
the shell are within the allowable tolerances of API Standard 653. The shell is in satisfactory 
condition. 

4.6 Shell Appurtenances: The nozzles were evaluated in accordance with API Standards 650 
and 653. The accessible shell nozzles were evaluated for remaining metal thickness using 
ultrasonic technology. Thickness measurements are listed in the Shell Nozzle Measurements 
table in Appendix C. None of the nozzles with the exception of the Manway have full 
penetration welds on the internal side of the shell. Nozzle "A" (4" Plug) has product residue 
seeping through the threads, nozzle "C" (4" product) has product residue seeping at the valve 
handle. A shell nozzle evaluation was performed on all accessible nozzles. Ultrasonic thickness 
measurements on the nozzles reveal no significant loss of metal from corrosion and erosion. All 
nozzles that were accessible to ultrasonic examination have a minimum remaining life of 25 
years. All nozzles are adequately reinforced. The shell nozzle evaluation is shown in the Shell 
Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation table in Appendix A. The product level is monitored by 
by an electronic level indicator. The ATG was not tested for accuracy against actual soundings 
since no product was in the tank. The ATG system is in satisfactory condition. 

4.7 Accessways: The fixed roof is accessible via a ladder The vertical ladder is enclosed in a 
cage. The fixed roof accessway is welded directly to the shell as opposed to reinforcement pads 
as required by API Standard 653. The accessway is not anchored to the containment floor. The 
accessway is in satisfactory condition. 

4.8 Floating Roof: The floating roof is an internal sandwich-panel floating roof with a 
primary foam log seal. The primary seal shows some wear on the outer skin. The maximum 
seal-to-shell gap measured 4 inches. The annular space between the floating roof and the shell 
measured between 3 and 4 inches. The floating roof is in satisfactory condition. 

4.9 Fixed Roof: The fixed roof is a supported cone roof. The roof is supported by a 3" pipe 
column also used as a gauge well. The column is intermittantly welded to a reinforcement pad 
which is lap welded to the floor. The coating system is in satisfactory condition. The nominal 
thickness of the fixed roof is 0.1875 inches. The fixed roof was evaluated for remaining metal 
thickness using ultrasonic technology. The fixed roof thickness ranges from a minimum of 0.169 
inches to a maximum of 0.173 inches. Thickness measurements are listed in the Fixed Roof 
Plate Thickness Measurements table in Appendix C. The fixed roof is in satisfactory condition. 



5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMPLIANCE 
WITH API STANDARD 653 

5.1 Containment: None. 

5.2 Foundation: None. 

5.3 Cathodic Protection: None. 

5.4 Bottom: None. 

5.5 Shell: None. 

5.6 Shell Appurtenances: Remove the male plug from nozzle "A", clean and retape all threads 
before reinstalling plug to prevent any further seepage. Repairlreplace the valve for nozzle "En to 
prevent any further product seepage through valve handle. 

5.7 Accessways: None. 

5.8 Floating Roof: None. 

5.9 Fixed Roof: None. 



6.0 OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS 

Containment: None. 

Foundation: Install sealant between the bottom and the concrete foundation. 

Cathodic Protection: None. 

Bottom: None. 

Shell: None. 

Shell Appurtenances: None. 

Accessways: None. 

Floating Roof: None. 

Fixed Roof: None. 



7.0 SERVICEABILITY 

7.1 Upon completion of the repairs to Tank #HP961-03A described in 5.0, the tank will be in 
compliance with the requirements of API Standard 653, and the following schedule may be 
implemented: 

7.1.1 The next external visual inspection should be accomplished by a Certified 
Inspector prior to October 2009 in accordance with API Standard 653. 

7.1.2 The next external ultrasonic thickness measurement inspection should be 
accomplished by a Certified Inspector prior to October 201 9 in accordance with API 
Standard 653. 

7.1.3 The next internal inspection should be accomplished by a Certified Inspector prior 
to October 2024 in accordance with API Standard 653. 



Appendix A 

Engineering Calculations 

1. Bottom Service Life Evaluation 
2. Shell Service Life Evaluation 
3. Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 



Bottom Service Life Evaluation 

MRT. IP = RT. IP - 0 .  YIP (StP r + UP) Y 

- - RTbc - MRTbc Orb, (StP, + UP,) 

RTip - MR T. 
0 = 

2 p 

rip (StP, + UP,) 

Where: 
kRTbc or MRT,, = Minimum remaining thickness at the end of the in-service period of 

operation, in inches. 
Or or Orbc or Orip = In-service interval of operation (years to next internal inspection), in 

years; however, Or shall not exceed 20 years. 
RTbc = Minimum remaining thickness from bottom side corrosion after 

repairs, in inches. 
RTip = Minimum remaining thickness from internal corrosion after repairs, 

in inches. 
StP, = Maximum rate of corrosion not repaired on the top side, in inches per 

year. StPr = 0 for coated areas of the bottom. The expected service 
life of the coating must equal or exceed Or, to use StPr = 0. 

UPr = Maximum rate of corrosion on the bottom, m inches per year. To 
calculate the corrosion rate, use the minimum remaining thicknesses 
after repairs. Assume a linear rate based on the age of the tanks. 
UPr = 0 for areas that have effective cathodic protection. 

Note: For areas of a bottom that have been scanned by the magnetic flux leakage (or exclusion) process, and do not 
have effective cathodic protection, the thickness used for calculating UPr must be the lesser of the MFL threshold or 
the minimum thickness of corrosion areas that are not repaired. The MFL threshold is defined as the minimum 
remaining thickness to be detected in the areas inspected. The MFL unit used for scanning the bottom does not have 
a threshold set point. This unit visually displays all anomalies. The confidence level of this unit diminishes greatly 
for underside pittinglcorrosion that is less than 0.04 inches in depth, based on company experience. 

Areas of bottom side corrosion that are repaired should be evaluated with the corrosion rate for the repaired area 
unless the cause of corrosion has been removed. The evaluation is done by using the corrosion rate of the repaired 
area for UP,, and adding the patch plate (if used) thickness to the term "minimum of RT,, or RT;,". 

NOTE: The engineering data used to calculate the in-service interval of operation (0,) assumes the tank remains in 
the same service and all corrosion rates remain constant. 



Bottom Service Life Evaluation 

Present Condition: The tank bottom does not have a lining system. The tank bottom does not 
have a cathodic protection system. The tank bottom does not have leak detection or secondary 
containment. 

MRT,, or MRT,, = 0.1 inches 
RT,, = 0.25 inches 
RTbc = 0.21 inches * 
StP, = 0 inches/year 
UP, = 0.003 1 inches/year 

* The MFL unit used for scanning the bottom does not have a threshold set point. This unit visually displays all 
anomalies. The confidence level of this unit diminishes greatly for underside pittinglcorrosion that is less than 0.04 
inches in depth, based on company experience. No significant underside corrosion was detected. Therefore, RTbc is 
established at 0.21 inches (original thickness of 0.25 inches minus the 0.04 inches). 

- RTbc - MRTbc 
0.21 - 0.1 

O r b ,  - (StP, + UP,.) (0 + 0.003 1) = 35 years 

RTi - MRTi - 0.25 - 0.1 
0 = - 

rip (StP, + UP,) (0 + 0.003 1) = 48 years 

Therefore, the in-service interval of operation (years to next internal inspection) is: 

0 ?- = 20 years 



Shell Service Life Evaluation 

The maximum inspection intervals are determined by the most restrictive shell course in regard to the 
remaining life and the corrosion rate calculations for each shell course using the following formulas: 

b min SE 

Where: 
tmin = The minimum acceptable shell thickness for each course, in inches; however, tmin shall not 

be less than 0.1 inch for any tank course. 
tnorm = The nominal shell thickness, in inches. 

to,, = The current measured shell thickness, excluding pits and corrosion, in inches. 
t,,,, = The previous measured shell thickness, excluding pits and corrosion or tnarm, in inches. 

D = The nominal diameter of the tank, in feet. 
H =  The height from the bottom of each shell course to the maximum liquid level, in feet. 

Hc = The calculated safe fill height, in feet, for the current product. 
G = The highest specific gravity of the contents. 
Y = Specified minimum yield strength of the plate; use 30,000 pounds per square inch if not 

known (NIA for riveted tanks). 
T = The smaller of the specified minimum tensile strength of the plate or 80,000 pounds per 

square inch; use 55,000 psi if not known (NIA for riveted tanks). 
S = The maximum allowable stress, in pounds per square inch. For welded tanks, use the smaller 

of 0.80Y or 0.429T for the bottom and the second course or the smaller of 0.88Y or 0.472T 
for all other courses. For riveted tanks, use S=2 1,000 psi. For elevated temperatures above 
200°F, the maximum allowable stress shall be the smaller of 213 the minimum yield strength 
multiplied by the M-factor (M) of API-650 Appendix M or the product design stress value 
listed in Table 3-2 of API-650. 

E = The original joint efficiency for the tank. Use Table 2-1 from API Standard 653 if original E 
is unknown; E=1.0 when evaluating the retirement thickness in a corroded plate, when away 
from welds or joints by at least the greater of one inch or twice the plate thickness. For 
riveted tanks, use E=1.0 for shell plates when greater than 6 inches from rivets; use the value 
of E from API-653 Table 2-1 when within 6 inches of rivets. 

Lr = The remaining life of the shell, in years. 
Cr = The shell corrosion rate, in inches per year. 
I,, = The inspection interval for the next ultrasonic inspection, in years (not to exceed 15 years). 
I, = The inspection interval for the next visual external inspection, in years (not to exceed 5 

years). 
AY = The years between the previous measured shell thickness (tprev) and the current measured 

shell thickness (t,,,), in years. 



Shell Service Life Evaluation 

Present Condition: 

Plate Material: Carbon Steel, Unknown Grade 

D = 10.5 feet 
H = 23.375 feet 
G = 0.84 

AY = 13 years 

The current measured thickness is based on the lowest ultrasonic thickness measurement for that 
course. The remaining life of the shell is 230 years under present conditions. The current maximum 
operating level of 23.375 feet is satisfactory. The next external visual inspection should be 
accomplished by a Certified Inspector prior to October 2009 in accordance with API Standard 653. 
The next external ultrasonic thickness measurement inspection should be accomplished by a Certified 
Inspector prior to October 2019 in accordance with API Standard 653. 

Course 
NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Course 
Height 
(feet) 

5.29 

5.29 

5.25 

5.29 

2.25 

Current 
Measured 
Thickness 
(inches) 

(tact) 

0.242 

0.243 

0.243 

0.242 

0.243 

Maximum 
Allowable 

Stress 
(psi) 
(S) 

23,595 

23,595 

25,960 

25,960 

25,960 

Joint 
Efficiency 

(El 
1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

Minimum 
Acceptable 
Thickness 
(inches) 

(tmm) 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

Next 
Visual 

Inspection 
(years) 

(1,) 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Previous 
Measured 
Thickness 
(inches) 

($rev) 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

Next 
Ultrasonic 
Thickness 
Inspection 

(years) 
(1,J 
15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

Corrosion 
Rate 

( i n . )  
(CO 

0.000615 

0.000538 

0.000538 

0.000615 

0.000538 

Remaining 
Life 

(years) 
(L3 

230 

265 

265 

230 

265 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Use larger value Use larger value 

For nozzle wall inserting through the vessel wall For nozzle wall abutting the vessel wall 

Without Reinforcing Element 
= A = dty+2tntF(17f,,) Area required 

= d(E,t-Ft,)-2t,,(E,t-Ftr)(l 3 , )  Area available in shell; use larger value 

= 2(t+t,,)(E1t-Ft,)-2t,,(E,t-Ftr)( 1 3 , )  

Area available in nozzle projecting outward; 
use smaller value 

Area available in inward nozzle; 
use the smallest value 

A \ = A41 = putward nozzle weld = (leg)X2 Area available in outward weld 
7 [7 = A43 = inward nozzle weld = (leg)% Area available in inward weld 

Opening is adequately reinforced 
Opening is NOT adequately reinforced; 
reinforcement required 

With Reinforcing Element 
A = Same as A, above Area required 

A = Same as A,, above Area available in shell 

Area available in nozzle projecting outward; 
use smaller value 

A3 = Same as A,, above Area available in inward nozzle 

A \ = A - outward nozzle weld = (leg)%, 41 - 
Area available in outward welds 

A = A42 = puter element weld = (leg)yd Area available in outer welds 
7 [7 = A43 = ~nward nozzle weld = (leg)X2 Area available in inward welds 

I= A5 = (Dp - d - 2tn)tef, Area available in element 

1f A , + A ~ + A , + A , , + A , ~ + A , , + A S ~ A  Opening is adequately reinforced 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Minimum Required Thickness for Nozzles shall be determine from ASME Section VIII, Division 1, 
Part UG-27 as follows: 

PRn 
trn= SE-0.6P 

The remaining life of a tank or any of its components shall be determined using the formulas from 
API RP 575 as follows: 

tprev - tact L = 
tact - t m  cr = 

AY r cr 
Where: 

Dp = outside diameter of reinforcing element as measured vertically, inches. 

D = outside diameter of pipe, inches. 
d = finished diameter of circular opening in shell (inside diameter of nozzle), inches; 

Where d = D - 2tn 

E = joint efficiency of nozzle; Use E = 1.0 for API calculations. 

F = correction factor for different plane variations; Use F = 1.0 for API calculations. 

h = distance nozzle projects beyond the inner surface of the wall, inches. Not to exceed 4tn 
for API calculations. 

P = internal design pressure, psi. Where, P = 0.433GH 

R,, = inside radius of nozzle, inches; Where Rn = dl2 

S,, = allowable stress in nozzle, psi. 

fr = strength reduction factor; Usefr = 1.0 for API calculations. 

leg = weld leg length, inches; Use leg = 0 for API calculations. 

t = actual measured thickness of shell, inches; Use to, from Shell Service Life Evaluation. 

tact = actual measured thickness of nozzle, inches. 
tp,, = previous measured thickness of nozzle or tn, inches. 

te = thickness of reinforcement plate or thickness of thickened insert less the actual measured 
thickness of the shell (t), inches. 

tr = minimum required shell thickness, inches; Use tm, from Shell Service Life Evaluation. 

tn = external nominal pipe wall thickness, inches. 

ti = internal nominal pipe wall thickness, inches; Use ti = tn if nozzle projects inward for 
API calculations. 

trn = required thickness of nozzle wall, inches. 

G = product specific gravity; Use G from Shell Service Life Evaluation. 
H = height of tank, feet; Use H from Shell Service Life Evaluation. 
C, = corrosion rate of nozzle, inches per year; Use C, = 0.0002 incheslyear, if C, calculates to 

be less than 0.0002 incheslyear. 

L, = remaining life of nozzle, years. 
AY = years between tprev and t,,,, in years. 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Nozzle A: 4" Threaded Plug 

d = 4.5 - 2(0.337) = 3.826 inches t = 0.242 inches AY= 13 years 

R, = 3.82612 = 1.913 inches t, = 0.1 inches Dp = NIA 

P = 0.433(0.84)(23.37) = 9 psi t, = 0.337 inches te = NIA 

h = 0 inches ti = 0 inches 

S, = 20,000 psi t,,,, = 0.337 inches 

E =  1 to,, = NIA 

Minimum Required Thickness Calculation: 
pRn = (9)(1.913) 

trn = SE - 0.6P 
= 0.0009 inches 

(20,000)(1) - (0.6)(9) 

As a conservative approach, let tr,,=O. 1 inches. 

The Corrosion Rate Remaining Life Calculations cannot be calculated since 
thickness measurements cannot be taken on this nozzle. Visual inspection revealed 
no active corrosion. The remaining life of this nozzle is estimated to be greater than 
50 years. 

Reinforcement Calculations: 

Area provided by A, + A, + A,=0.5433 in2 + 0.2868 in2 + 0 in2=0.8301 inches2. This is greater than the 
required area of 0.3826 inches2, therefore, the reinforcement is adequate. 

Formulas are simplified 

A 

A, 

A2 

A3 

dt, 

d(t-t,) 

2(t+tn)(t-t,) 

5(tn-tm)t 

5(t,-t,,,)t, 
5t ti 

5ti ti 
2ht, 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

0.3826 in2 

0.5433 in2 

0.1644 in2 

0.2868 in2 

0.3993 in2 

0 in2 

o in2 

0 in2 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(3.826)(0.1) 

(3.826)(0.242-0.1) 

(2)(0.242+0.337)(0.242-0.1) 

(5)(0.337-0.1)(0.1) 

(5)(0.337-0.1)(0.337) 

(5)(0.242)(0) 

(9 (0 ) (0 )  

(2)(0)(0) 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Nozzle B: 24" Manway 

d = 24 - 2(0.25) = 23.5 inches t = 0.242 inches AY= 13 years 

R, = 23.512 = 1 1.75 inches t, = 0.1 inches Dp = N / A  

P = 0.433(0.84)(23.37) = 9 psi tn = 0.25 inches te = N / A  

h = 0 inches t, = 0 inches 

S,, = 20,000 psi t,,,, = 0.25 inches 

E =  1 tot, = 0.242 inches 

Minimum Required Thickness Calculation: 
PR, - (9)(11.75) 

lrn = SE - 0.6P 
= 0.0053 inches 

(20,000)(1) - (0.6)(9) 

As a conservative approach, let tm=O. 1 inches. 

Corrosion Rate Calculation: 
$rm - to,, - 0.25 - 0.242 cr = 

13 
= 0.0006 1 5 incheslyear 

AY 

Remaining Life Calculation: 
to,, - t" - - 0.242 - 0.1 

L, = = 23 1 years 
cr 0.00061 5 

Reinforcement Calculations: 

Area provided by A, + A 2  + A3=3.337 in2 + 0.181 5 in2 + 0 in2=3.5185 inches2. This is greater than the 
required area of 2.35 inches2, therefore, the reinforcement is adequate. 

Formulas are simplified 

A 

A, 

A2 

A3 

2.35 in2 

3.337 in2 

0.1397 in2 

0.1815 in2 

0.1875 in2 

0 in2 

o in2 

0 in2 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(23.5)(0.1) 

(23.5)(0.242-0.1) 

(2)(0.242+0.25)(0.242-0.1) 

(5)(0.25-0.1)(0.1) 

(5)(0.25-0.1)(0.25) 

(5)(0.242)(0) 

(5)(0)(0) 

(2)(0)(0) 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

dt, 

d(t-tr) 

2(t+tn)(t-t,) 

5(tn-t,)t 

5(tn-tm)tn 
5t ti 

5titi 
2hti 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Nozzle C: 4" Product 

d = 4.5 - 2(0.237) = 4.026 inches t = 0.242 inches AY = 13 years 

R,, = 4.02612 = 2.01 3 inches tr = 0.1 inches Dp = NIA 

P = 0.433(0.84)(23.37) = 9 psi tn = 0.237 inches te = NIA 

h = 0.9480 inches t ,  = 0.237 inches 

S, = 20,000psi tpreV = 0.237 inches 

E =  1 to, = 0.191 inches 

Minimum Required Thickness Calculation: 
pRn - - (9)(2.013) 

trn = SE - 0.6P 
= 0.0009 inches 

(20,000)(1) - (0.6)(9) 

As a conservative approach, let t,,=O. 1 inches. 

Corrosion Rate Calculation: 

cr = 
r e "  - '-1 - - 0.237 - 0.191 

= 0.003538 incheslyear 
AY 13 

Remaining Life Calculation: 
tact - t rn  - 0.191 - 0.1 L, = = 26 years 

cr 0.003538 

Reinforcement Calculations: 

Area provided by A, +A2 + A3=0.5717 in2 + 0.1623 in2 + 0.2808 in2=1 .0148 inches2. This is greater than 
the required area of 0.4026 inches2, therefore, the reinforcement is adequate. 

Formulas are simplified 
0.4026 in2 

0.571 7 in2 

0.136 in2 

0.1658 in2 

0.1 623 in2 

0.2868 in2 

0.2808 in2 

0.4494 in2 

A 

A, 

A2 

A3 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

dt,. 

d(t-tr) 

2(t+tn)(t-tr) 

5(tn-tm)t 

5(tn-tm)tn 
5t ti 

5tjtj 
2ht, 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

(4.026)(0.1) 

(4.026)(0.242-0.1) 

(2)(0.242+0.237)(0.242-0.1) 

(5)(0.237-0.1)(0.1) 

(5)(0.237-0.1)(0.237) 

(5)(0.242)(0.237) 

(5)(0.237)(0.237) 

(2)(0.9480)(0.237) 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Nozzle D: 6" Fire Fighting 

d = 6.625 - 2(0.28) = 6.065 inches t = 0.243 inches 

R, = 6.06512 = 3.0325 inches tr = 0.1 inches 

P = 0.433(0.84)(23.37) = 9psi  tn = 0.28 inches 

h = 0 inches t, = 0 inches 

S,, = 20,000 psi t,,,, = 0.2 8 inches 

E =  1 to,, = NIA 

AY = 1 3 years 

Dp = NIA 

5 = NIA 

Minimum Required Thickness Calculation: 
PR" - - (9)(3.0325) '"= SE-0 .6P  

= 0.0014 inches 
(20,000)(1) - (0.6)(9) 

As a conservative approach, let t,,=O. 1 inches. 

The Corrosion Rate Remaining Life Calculations cannot be calculated since 
thickness measurements cannot be taken on this nozzle. Visual inspection revealed 
no active corrosion. The remaining life of this nozzle is estimated to be greater than 
50 years. 

Reinforcement Calculations: 

Area provided by A, + A, + A3=0.8673 in2 + 0.2187 in2 + 0 in2=1.086 inches2. This is greater than the 
required area of 0.6065 inches2, therefore, the reinforcement is adequate. 

Formulas are simplified 
(6.065)(0.1) 

(6.065)(0.243-0.1) 

(2)(0.243+0.28)(0.243-0.1) 

(5)(0.28-0.1)(0.1) 

(5)(0.28-0.1)(0.28) 

(5)(0.243)(0) 

(5)(0)(0) 

(2)(0)(0) 

A 

Al 

A2 

A3 

dtr 

d(t-tr) 

2(t+tn)(t-t,) 

5(tn-tm)t 

5(t,-tm)tn 
5t ti 

5t, ti 
2hti 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

0.6065 in2 

0.8673 in2 

0.1496 in2 

0.2187 in2 

0.252 in2 

0 in2 

o in2 

0 in2 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Nozzle E: 4" Product 

d = 4.5 - 2(0.237) = 4.026 inches t = 0.242 inches AY= 13 years 

Rn = 4.02612 = 2.013 inches t, = 0.1 inches Dp = NIA 

P = 0.433(0.84)(23.37) = 9psi  t,, = 0.237 inches te = NIA 

h = 0.9480 inches t, = 0.237 inches 

S, = 20,000 psi tprc, = 0.237 inches 

E =  1 tot, = 0.1 9 inches 

Minimum Required Thickness Calculation: 
PR" - - (9)(2.013) 

trn = S E -  0.6P 
= 0.0009 inches 

(20,000)(1) - (0.6)(9) 

As a conservative approach, let trn=O. 1 inches. 

Corrosion Rate Calculation: 
tp,,, - to, - - 0.237 - 0.19 c, = 

AY 
= 0.0036 15 incheslyear 

13 

Remaining Life Calculation: 
t 0 C l  - tm - - 0.19 - 0.1 

L, = = 25 years 
cr 0.003615 

Reinforcement Calculations: 

Area provided by A, + A, + A3=0.5717 in2 + 0.1623 in2 + 0.2808 in2=1.0148 inches2. This is greater than 
the required area of 0.4026 inches2, therefore, the reinforcement is adequate. 

Formulas are simplified 

A 

A, 

A2 

4 

- 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

dt, 

d(t-t,) 

2(t+tn)(t-tr) 

5(tn-t,)t 

5(tn-tm)tn 
5t ti 

5ti ti 
2htl 

(4.026)(0.1) 

(4.026)(0.242-0.1) 

(2)(0.242+0.237)(0.242-0.1) 

(5)(0.237-0.1)(0.1) 

(5)(0.237-0.1)(0.237) 

(5)(0.242)(0.237) 

(5)(0.237)(0.237) 

(2)(0.9480)(0.237) 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

0.4026 in2 

0.5717 in2 

0.136 in2 

0.1658 in2 

0.1623 in2 

0.2868 in2 

0.2808 in2 

0.4494 in2 



Shell Nozzle and Reinforcement Evaluation 

Nozzle F: 1 " Water Draw 

d = 1.3 15 - 2(0.179) = 0.957 inches t = 0.242 inches 

Rn = 0.95712 = 0.4785 inches tr = 0.1 inches 

P = 0.433(0.84)(23.37) = 9ps i  tn = 0.179 inches 

h = 0 inches ti = 0 inches 

S,, = 20,000 psi t,,,, = 0.179 inches 

E =  1 to,, = N/A 

AY = 13 years 

Dp = N/A 

tc = N/A 

Minimum Required Thickness Calculation: 
pRn - - (9)(0.4785) 

= SE - 0.6P 
= 0.0002 inches 

(20,000)(1) - (0.6)(9) 

As a conservative approach, let t,=0.1 inches. 

The Corrosion Rate Remaining Life Calculations cannot be calculated since 
thickness measurements cannot be taken on this nozzle. Visual inspection revealed 
no active corrosion. The remaining life of this nozzle is estimated to be greater than 
50 years. 



Appendix B 

Engineering Drawings 

1. Bottom Layout 
2. Shell Layout 
3. Fixed Roof Layout 



Measured Inside Diameter is 10.5 feet 
Tank bottom has 3 plates. 

'see Bottom Electronic Coupon Measurements 
table for detailed measurements. 

See Bottom Plate Flaw Measurements table 
for detailed measurements. 

V# - Vertical Seam Number of Shell Course #I 

Shell Nozzles in Course #1 
A - 4" Threaded Plug 
B - 24" Manway 
C - 4" Product 
E - 4" Product 
F - 1" Water Draw 

XY Orientation 

1 l J + -  
1 XY Orientation is in reference to Plan North 

GRAPHIC SCALE: 

-- 

Dimensions are In feet. 10111104 INIA NIA -Lpp 
Drawing Title: Tank Descyption: ~ r a w i n g  Number: 

Bottom Lavout ~ a n k  HP961-03A I B-I 



Seam #I is the first seam left of the first 
rnanway left of the ladder in the first shell 
course viewing from the outside. 
The number in the upper left corner of each 
plate identifies the plate by the course and 
position of the plate in that course. 





Appendix C 

Engineering Data 

1. Bottom Plate Thickness Measurements 
2. Bottom Circumferential Thickness Measurements 
3. Bottom Electronic Coupon Measurements 
4. Shell Plate Thickness Measurements 
5. Shell Nozzle Measurements 
6. Floating Roof Annular Space Measurements 
7. Fixed Roof Plate Thickness Measurements 



Bottom Plate Thickness Measurements 

TYPE A (I 
TYPE D 

Thickness Measurements (in inches) 

Plate Plate 
Number -'I Type 

1 0.250 I).L% h(1.348 0.252 0.252 E 

2 

3 

NOTE: The lowest UT measurements are in RED, and the highest UT measurements are in (;ICF.I:U. 

0.253 

0.250 

It.Z?X 

0.250 

0.249 

0.254 

0.252 

0.255 

0.251 

1).25h 

E 

E 



ER-LEJEUNE-HP96 1 -03A 

Bottom Circumferential Thickness Measurements 

Thickness I Point Plate Measurement 1 No. N o  1 (in inches) 1 

NOTE: Thickness measurements were taken within two (2) inches of the shell-to-bottom weld. 



Bottom Electronic Coupon Measurements 

c l  Reference Comer 

XY Orientation 
SE t Y  

I I 

Plate 
No. 

Coupon 
No. 

Y-Coordinate 
(in inches) 

Lowest 
Thickness 

Measurement 
(in inches) 

Highest 
Thickness 

Measurement 
(in inches) 

Reference 
Corner 

X-Coordinate 
(in inches) 



ER-LEJEUNE-HP96 1 -03A 

Shell Plate Thickness Measurements 

(Typical) 

IVOTE: Thickness measurements are evenly spaced across the bottom of each plate. The 
thickness measurements are in inches. The lowest UT measurements are in RED, and the 
highest UT measurements are in F'HEEN for each shell course. 



ER-LEJEUNE-HP96 1 -03A 

Shell Plate Thickness Measurements 

NOTE: Thickness measurements are evenly spaced down each course along the path of each 
drop. Each shell course starts with Point #I  at the top of the course and ends with the last point 
at the bottom of the course. Thickness measurements are in inches. The lowest UT 
measurements are in RED, and the highest IJT measurements are in CiI<EEY for each shell 
course. 



ER-LEJEUNE-HP96 1 -03A 

Shell Nozzle Measurements 

NOTE: The Sheet Number corresponds to the shell plate in the first shell course. The X-Coord 
is measured from the first seam left of the nozzle in the first shell course to the center of the 
nozzle. The Y-Coord is measured from the tank bottom to the center of the nozzle. 



ER-LEJEUNE-HP961-03A 

Floating Roof Annular Space Measurements 

NOTE: Point #1 is at Seam #1 and each point is 4.1 feet apart to the left viewing from inside. 
Seam #1 is the first seam left of the first manway left of the ladder in the first shell course 
viewing from the outside. The minimum and maximum annular space between the floating roof 
and the shell measured between 3 inches and 3.25 inches respectively. 

Point 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Space 
Measurement 

(in inches) 

3.25 

3 

3 

3 

Space 
Measurment 
(in inches) 

3.25 

3 

3.25 

3 

Points are opposite of each other 

Points are opposite of each other 

Points are opposite of each other 

Points are opposite of each other 

Point 
Number 

5 

6 

7 

X 



ER-LEJEUNE-HP96 1 -03A 

Fixed Roof Plate Thickness Measurements 

NOTE: The lowest UT measurements are in RED, and the highest UT measurements are in Cxl%EEV. 

TYPE D 
T m E  

Plate 
Number 

1 

2 

Plate 
Type 

E 

E 

Thickness Measurements (in inches) 

Point Numbers 

1 

0.171 

0.172 

2 

7 

0.172 

5 

0.172 

0.172 

3 

0.172 

0.160 

4 

3 

0.172 



Appendix D 

API Standard 653 
Checklist for 

Tank Inspection 

1. Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 
2. Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

Checklist Legend: 

(/ - Item was satisfactory. 
X - Item has comment (see section 4.0). 
NA - Item was not applicable to this tank. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.1 FOUNDATION 

a. NA Measure foundation levelness and bottom elevations. 

1.1.1 Concrete Ring 

a. NA Inspect for broken concrete, spalling and cracks, particularly under backup bars used 
in welding butt welded annular rings under the shell. 

b. NA Inspect drain openings in ring, back of waterdraw basins and top surface of ring for 
indications of bottom leakage. 

c. NA Inspect for cavities under foundation and vegetation against bottom of tank. 
d. NA Check that runoff rainwater from the shell drains away from the tank. 
e. NA Check for settlement around perimeter of tank. 

1.1.2 Asphalt 

a. NA Check for settling of tank into asphalt base which would direct runoff rain water 
under the tank instead of away from it. 

b. NA Look for areas where leaching of oil has left rock filler exposed, which indicates 
hydrocarbon leakage. 

1.1.3 Oiled Dirt or Sand 

a. NA Check for settlement into the base which would direct runoff rain water under the 
tank rather than away from it. 

1.1.4 Rock 

a. NA Presence of crushed rock under the steel bottom usually results in severe underside 
corrosion. Make a note to do additional bottom plate examination (ultrasonic, 
hammer testing or turning of coupons) when the tank is out of service. 

1.1.5 Site Drainage 

a. d Check site for drainage away from the tank and associated piping and manifolds. 
b. Check operating condition of dike drains. 

1.1.6 Housekeeping 

a. d Inspect the area for buildup of trash, vegetation, and other inflammables buildup. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.2 SHELLS 

1.2.1 External Visual Inspection 

a. d Visuallv insuect for uaint failures. uitting. and corrosion. 
d A , . -, 

b. NA Clean off the bottom angle area and inspect for corrosion and thinning on plate and 
weld. 

c. X Inspect the bottom-to-foundation seal. 

1.2.2 Internal (Floating Roof Tank) 

a. d Visually inspect for grooving, corrosion, pitting, and coating failures. 

1.2.3 Riveted Shell Inspection 

a. NA Inspect external surface for rivet and seam leaks. 
b. NA Locate leaks by sketch or photo (location will be lost when shell is abrasively 

cleaned for painting). 
c. NA Inspect rivets for corrosion loss and wear. 
d. NA Inspect vertical seams to see if they have been full fillet lap welded to increase joint 

efficiency. 
e. NA If no record exists of vertical riveted seams, dimension and sketch (or photograph) 

the rivet pattern: number of rows, rivet size, pitch length, and note whether the joint 
is butt riveted or lap riveted. 

1.2.4 Wind Girder (Floating Roof Tanks) 

a. NA Inspect wind girder and handrail for corrosion damage (paint failure, pitting, 
corrosion product buildup), especially where it occurs at tack welded junctions, and 
for broken welds. 

b. NA Check support welds to shell for pitting, especially on shell plates. 
c. NA Note whether supports have reinforcing pads welded to shell. 

1.3 SHELL APPURTENANCES 

1.3.1 Manways and Nozzles 

a. X Inspect for cracks or signs of leakage on weld joints at nozzles, manways, and 
reinforcing plates. 

b. NA Inspect for shell plate dimpling around nozzles, caused by excessive pipe deflection. 
c. NA Inspect for flange leaks and leaks around bolting. 
d. NA Insuect sealing of insulation around manways and nozzles. - 
e. NA Check for inadequate manway flange and cover thickness on mixer manways. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.3.2 Tank Piping Manifolds 

a. NA Inspect manifold piping, flanges, and valves for leaks. 
b. NA Inspect fire fighting system components. 
c. NA Check for anchored piping which would be hazardous to the tank shell or bottom 

connections during earth movement. 
d. NA Check for adequate thermal pressure relief of piping to the tank. 
e. NA Check operation of regulators for tanks with purge gas systems. 
f. NA Check sample connections for leaks and for proper valve operation. 

NA Check for damage and test the accuracy of temperature indicators. g. - 
h. NA Check welds on shell-mounted davit clips above valves 6 inches and larger. 

1.3.3 Autogauge System 

a. NA Inspect autogauge tape guide and lower sheave housing (floating swings) for leaks. 
b. NA Inspect autogauge head for damage. 
c. NA Bump the checker on autogauge head for proper movement of tape. 
d. NA Identify size and construction material of autogauge tape guide (floating roof tanks). 
e. NA Ask operator if tape tends to hang up during tank roof movement (floating roof 

tanks). 
f. NA Compare actual product level to the reading on the autogauge (maximum variation is 

2 inches). 
NA On floating roof tanks, when the roof is in the lowest position, check that no more g. - 

than two feet of tape are exposed at the end of the tape guide. 
h. NA Inspect condition of board and legibility of board-type autogauges. 
i. NA Test freedom of movement of marker and float. 

1.3.4 Shell-Mounted Sample Station 

a. NA Inspect sample lines for function of valves and plugging of lines, including drain or 
return-to-tank line. 

b. NA Check circulation pump for leaks and operating problems. 
c. NA Test bracing and supports of sample system lines and equipment. 

1.3.5 Heater (Shell Manway Mounted) 

a. NA Inspect condensate drain for presence of oil indicating leakage. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.3.6 Mixer 

a. NA Inspect for proper mounting flange and support. 
b. NA Ins~ect  for leakage. - 
c. NA Inspect condition of power lines and connections to mixer. 

1.3.7 Swing Lines: Winch Operation 

a. NA Nonfloating. Raise, then lower the swing line with the winch, and check for cable 
tightness to confirm that swing line lowered properly. 

b. NA Floating. With tank half full or more, lower the swing line, then let out cable and 
check if swing has pulled cable tight, indicating that the winch is operating properly. 

c. NA Indicator. Check that the indicator moves in the proper direction: Floating swing line 
indicators show a lower level as cable is wound up on the winch. Non-floating swing 
line indicators show the opposite. 

1.3.8 Swing Lines: External Guide System 

a. NA Check for leaks at threaded and flanged joints. 

1.3.9 Swing Lines: Identify Ballast Varying Need 

a. NA Check for significant difference in stock specific gravity. 

1.3.10 Swing Lines: Cable Material and Condition 

a. NA For non-stainless steel cable, check for corrosion over entire length. 
b. NA All cable: check for wear or fraying. 

1.3.11 Swing Lines: Product Sample Comparison 

a. NA Check for water or gravity differences that would indicate a leaking swing joint. 

1.3.12 Swing Lines: Target 

a. NA Target should indicate direction of swing opening (up or down) and height above 
bottom where suction will be lost with swing on bottom support. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.4 ROOFS 

1.4.1 Deck Plate Internal Corrosion 

a. / For safety, before accessing the roof, check with ultrasonic instrument or lightly use 
a ball peen hammer to test the deck plate near the edge of the roof for thinning. 
(Corrosion normally attacks the deck plate at the edge of a fixed roof and at the 
rafters in the center of the roof first.) 

1.4.2 Deck Plate External Corrosion 

a. / Visually inspect for paint failure, holes, pitting, and corrosion product on the roof 
deck. 

1.4.3 Roof Deck Drainage 

a. / Look for indication of standing water. (Significant sagging of fixed roof deck 
indicates potential rafter failure. Large standing water areas on a floating roof 
indicate inadequate drainage design or, if to one side, an unlevel roof with possible 
leaking pontoons). 

1.4.4 Level of Floating Roof 

a. NA At several locations, measure distance from roof rim to a horizontal weld seam above 
the roof. A variance in the readings indicates a nonlevel roof with possible shell 
out-of-round, out-of-plumb, leaking pontoons or hangup. On small diameter tanks, 
an unlevel condition can indicate unequal loading at that level. 

1.4.5 Gas Test Internal Floating Roof 

a. / Test for explosive gas on top of the internal floating roof. Readings could indicate a 
lealung roof, leaking seal system or inadequate ventilation of the area above the 
internal floating roof. 

1.4.6 Roof Insulation 

a. NA Visually inspect for cracks or leaks in the insulation weather coat where runoff rain 
water could penetrate the insulation. 

b. NA Inspect for wet insulation under the weather coat. 
c. NA Remove small test sections of insulation and check roof deck for corrosion and holes 

near the edge of the insulated area. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.4.7 Floating Roof Seal Systems 

a. / Measure and record maximum seal-to-shell gaps: 
3.5 at low pump out 

at midshell 
at high liquid level 

b. / Measure and record annular space at 30 foot spacing (minimum of 4 quadrants) 
around roof and record. Measurements should be taken in directly opposite pairs. 

c. NA Check if seal fabric on primary shoe seals is pulling shoes away from shell (fabric 
not wide enough). 

d. X Inspect fabric for deterioration, holes, tears, and cracks. 
e. NA Inspect visible metallic parts for corrosion and wear. 
f. NA Inspect for openings in seals that would permit vapor emissions. 

NA Inspect for protruding bolt or rivet heads against the shell. g- - 
h. NA Pull both primary and secondary seal systems back all around the shell to check their 

operation. 
i. NA Inspect secondary seals for signs of buckling or indications that their angle with the 

shell is too shallow. 

j. NA Inspect wedge-type wiper seals for flexibility, resilience, cracks and tears. 

1.5 ROOF APPURTENANCES 

1.5.1 Sample Hatch 

a. NA Ins~ect  condition and functioning of sam~le  hatch cover. " 
b. NA On tanks governed by Air Quality Monitoring District rules, check for the condition 

of seal inside hatch cover. 
c. NA Check for corrosion and plugging on thief and gauge hatch cover. 
d. NA Where sample hatch is used to reel gauge stock level, check for marker and tab 

stating hold off distance. 
e. NA Check for reinforcing pad where sample hatch pipe penetrates the roof deck. 
f. NA On floating roof sample hatch and recoil systems, inspect operation of recoil reel and 

condition of rope. 
NA Test operation of system. g. - 

h. NA On ultra clean stocks such as JP4, check for presence and condition of protective 
coating or liner inside sample hatch (preventing rust from pipe getting into sample). 

1.5.2 Gauge Well 

a. NA Inspect visible portion of the gauge well for thinning, size of slots, and cover 
condition. 

b. NA Check for a hold off distance marker and tab with hold off distance (legible). 
c. NA On floating roofs, inspect condition of roof guide for gauge well, particularly the 

condition of the rollers for grooving. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

d. NA If accessible, check the distance from the gauge well pipe to the tank shell at 
different levels. 

e. NA If tank has a gauge well washer, check valve for leakage and for presence of a bull 
plug or blind flange. 

1.5.3 Fixed Roof Scaffold Support 

a. NA Inspect scaffold support for corrosion, wear, and structural soundness. 

1.5.4 Autogauge: Inspection Hatch and Guides (Fixed Roof) 

a. NA Check the hatch for corrosion and missing bolts. 
b. NA Look for corrosion on the tape guide's and float guide's wire anchors. 

1.5.5 Autogage: Float Well Cover 

a. NA Inspect for corrosion. 
b. NA Check tape cable for wear or fraying caused by rubbing on the cover. 

1.5.6 Sample Hatch (Internal Floating Roof) 

a. NA Check overall conditions. 
b. NA When equipped with a fabric seal, check for automatic sealing after sampling. 
c. NA When equipped with a recoil reel opening device, check for proper operation. 

1.5.7 Roof-Mounted Vents (Internal Floating Roof) 

a. NA Check condition of screens, locking and pivot pins. 

1.5.8 Gauging Platform Drip Ring 

a. NA On fixed roof tanks with drip rings under the gauging platform or sampling area, 
inspect for plugged drain return to the tank. 

1.5.9 Emergency Roof Drains 

a. NA Inspect vapor plugs for emergency drain: that seal fabric discs are slightly smaller 
than the pipe ID and that fabric seal is above the liquid level. 

1.5.10 Removable Roof Leg Racks 

a. NA Check for leg racks on roof. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.5.11 Vacuum Breakers 

a. NA Report size, number and type of vacuum breakers. Inspect vacuum breakers. If high 
legs are set, check for setting of mechanical vacuum breaker in high leg position. 

1.5.12 Rim Vents 

a. NA Check condition of the screen on the rim vent cover. 
b. NA Check for plating off or removal of rim vents where jurisdictional rules do not permit 

removal. 

1.5.13 Pontoon Inspection Hatches 

a. NA Open pontoon inspection hatch covers and visually check inside for pontoon leakage. 
b. NA Test for explosive gas (an indicator of vapor space leaks). 
c. NA If pontoon hatches are equipped with locked down covers, check for vent tubes. 

Check that vent tubes are not plugged up. Inspect lock down devices for condition 
and operation. 

1.6 ACCESSWAYS 

1.6.1 Handrails 

a. NA Identify and report type (steel pipe, galvanized pipe, square tube, angle) and size of 
handrails. 

b. NA Inspect for pitting and holes, paint failure. 
c. d Inspect attachment welds. 
d. NA Identify cold joints and sharp edges. Inspect the handrails and midrails. 
e. NA Inspect safety drop bar (or safety chain) for corrosion, functioning and length. 
f. NA Inspect the handrail between the rolling ladder and the gauging platform for a 

hazardous opening when the floating roof is at its lowest level. 

1.6.2 Platform Frame 

a. NA Inspect frame for corrosion and paint failure. 
b. NA Inspect the attachment of frame to supports and supports to tank for corrosion and 

weld failure. 
c. NA Check reinforcing pads where supports are attached to shell or roof. 
d. NA Inspect the surface that deck plate or grating rests on for thinning and holes. 
e. NA Check that flat-surface to flat-surface junctures are seal welded. 



Tank In-Service Inspection Checklist 

1.6.3 Deck Plate and Grating 

a. NA Inspect deck plate for corrosion-caused thinning or holes (not drain holes) and paint 
failure. 

b. NA Inspect plate-to-frame weld for rust scale buildup. 
c. NA Inspect grating for corrosion-caused thinning of bars and failure of welds. 
d. NA Check grating tie down clips. Where grating has been retrofitted to replace plate, 

measure the rise of the step below and above the grating surface and compare with 
other risers on the stairway. 

1.6.4 Stairway Stringers 

a. NA Inspect spiral stairway stringers for corrosion, paint failure and weld failure. Inspect 
attachment of stairway treads to stringer. 

b. NA Inspect stairway supports to shell welds and reinforcing pads. 
c. NA Inspect steel support attachment to concrete base for corrosion. 

1.6.5 Rolling Ladder 

a. NA Inspect rolling ladder stringers for corrosion. 
b. NA Identify and inspect ladder fixed rungs (square bar, round bar, angles) for weld 

attachment to stringers and corrosion, particularly where angle rungs are welded to 
stringers. 

c. NA Check for wear and corrosion where rolling ladder attaches to gauging platform. 
d. NA Inspect pivot bar for wear and secureness. 
e. NA Inspect operation of self-leveling stairway treads. 
f. NA Inspect for corrosion and wear on moving parts. 

NA Inspect rolling ladder wheels for freedom of movement, flat spots and wear on axle. g. - 
h. NA Inspect alignment of rolling ladder with roof rack. 
i. NA Inspect top surface of rolling ladder track for wear by wheels to assure at least 18 

inches of unworn track (track long enough). 
NA Inspect rolling ladder track welds for corrosion. j. 

k. NA Inspect track supports on roof for reinforcing pads seal welded to deck plate. 
1. NA Check by dimensioning, the maximum angle of the rolling ladder when the roof is on 

low legs. 
Maximum angle. 

m. NA If rolling ladder track extends to within five feet of the edge of the roof on the far 
side, check for a handrail on the top of the shell on that side. 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

a. d Check that tank has been cleaned, is gas free, and safe for entry. 
b. d Check that the tank is completely isolated from product lines, all electrical power, 

and steam lines. 

c. d Check that roof is adequately supported, including fixed roof structure and floating 
roof legs. 

d. d Check for presence of falling object hazards, such as corroded-through roof rafters, 
asphalt stalactites, and trapped hydrocarbons in unopened or plugged equipment or 
appurtenances, ledges, etc. 

e. d Inspect for slipping hazards on the bottom and roof decks. 
f. NA Inspect structural welds on accessways and clips. 

d Check surfaces needing inspection for a heavy-scale buildup and check weld g. - 
seams and oily surfaces where welding is to be done. Note areas needing more 
cleaning, including blasting. 

2.2 TANK EXTERIOR 

a. NA Inspect appurtenances opened during cleaning such as lower floating swing sheave 
assemblies, nozzle interiors (after removal of valves). 

b. d Hammer test or ultrasonically test the roof. 
c. NA Enter and inspect the floating roof pontoon compartments. 

2.3 BOTTOM INTERIOR SURFACE 

a. d Using a flashlight held close to and parallel to the bottom plates, and using 
the bottom plate layout as a guide, visually inspect and hammer test the entire 
bottom. 

b. d Measure the depth of pitting and describe the pitting appearance (sharp edged, lake 
type, dense, scattered, etc). 

c. NA Mark areas requiring patching or further inspection. 
d. NA Mark locations for turning coupons for inspection. - 
e. d Inspect all welds for corrosion and leaks, particularly the shell-to-bottom weld. 
f. NA Inspect sketch plates for corrosion. 

d Locate and mark voids under the bottom. g. - 
h. NA Record bottom data on a layout sketch using the existing bottom plates as a grid. 

- 
List the number and sizes of patches required. 

i. NA Vacuum test the bottom lap welds. 

j. NA Hammer test or ultrasonically examine any slightly discolored spots or damp areas. 
k. d Check for reinforcing pads under all bottom attached clips, brackets, and supports. 
1. NA Inspect floating roof leg pads for pitting or cutting, and excessive dimpling 

(indicating excessive loading). 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

m. Check the column bases of fixed roof supports for adequate pads and restraining 
clips. 

n. NA In earthquake zones 3 and 4, check that roof supports are not welded down to the 
tank bottom, but are only restrained from horizontal movement. 

o. NA Check area beneath swing line cable for indications of cable cutting or dragging. 
NA Mark old oil and air test connections for removal and patching. p. - 

Identify and report low areas on the bottom that do not drain adequately. 9. - 
r. NA Inspect coating for holes, disbonding, deterioration, and discolorization. 

2.4 SHELL SEAMS AND PLATE 

a. NA On cone up bottoms, closely inspect and gauge the depth of metal loss on the lower 2 
to 4 inches of the shell (area of standing liquid). 

b. NA Measure the depth of pitting on each course. - 
c. NA Inspect and estimate the amount of metal loss on the heads of rivets and bolts. 
d. NA Inspect shell-to-bottom riveted lap joints. 
e. NA Inspect for vertical grooving damage from seal assembly protrusions. 
f. NA Inspect existing protective coatings for damage, deterioration, and disbonding. 

NA Check for areas of rubbing (indicating too much pressure by the seal assembly shoes g. - 
or inadequate annular space). 

h. NA Visually inspect the shell plates and seams for indications of leakage. 
i. NA If the shell has riveted or bolted seams, record the leak locations by film or chart in 

case the locations are lost during surface preparation for painting. 
j. NA Measure annular space at 40-foot intervals. 
k. NA Survey the shell to check for roundness and plumb. 

2.5 SHELL-MOUNTED OVERFLOWS 

a. NA Inspect overflow for corrosion and adequate screening. 
b. NA Check location of overflow that it is not above any tank valves or equipment. 

2.6 ROOF INTERIOR SURFACE 

2.6.1 General 

a. NA Visually inspect the underside surface of the roof plates for holes, scale buildup and 
pitting. 

b. NA Hammer test or ultrasonically examine to check for thin areas, particularly in the 
vapor space of floating roofs and at the edge of the roof on cone roof tank. 

c. NA Check all clips, brackets, braces, etc., welded to the roof deck plate for welded 
reinforcing pads and see that they have not broken free. 

d. NA If no pad is present, penetrant test for cracking of the weld or deck plate. 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

e. NA Inspect the protective coating for breaks, disbondment, and deterioration. 
f. NA Spark test the interior surface coating if recoating is not planned. 

2.6.2 Fixed Roof Support Structure 

a. d Inspect the support columns for thinning in the upper two feet. 
b. NA On API columns (two channels welded together) check for corrosion scale 

breaking the rack welds, unless the joint between the channels is completely seal 
welded. 

c. NA Check that the reinforcing pad on the bottom is seal welded to the tank bottom with 
horizontal movement restraining clips welded to the pad. 

d. NA Determine if pipe column supports are concrete filled or open pipe. If open pipe, 
check for a drain opening in the bottom of the pipe. 

e. NA Inspect and gauge rafters for thinning, particularly near the center of the roof. Report 
metal loss. 

f. d Check for loose or twisted rafters. 
NA Inspect girders for thinning and check that they are attached securely to the top of the g. - 

columns. 
h. NA Report if the columns have cross bracing in the area between the low pump out of the 

top of the shell (for future internal floating roof installation). 
i. NA Inspect and report the presence of any roof-mounted swing line bumpers. 
j. NA Photograph the roof structure if no rafter layout drawing exists. 

2.7 FIXED ROOF APPURTENANCES 

2.7.1 Inspection and Light Hatches 

a. NA Inspect the hatches for corrosion, paint and coating failures, holes, and cover sealing. 
b. NA On loose covers, check for a safety chain in good condition. 
c. NA On light hatches over 30 inches across, check for safety rods. 
d. NA Inspec t  the condition of the gaskets on bolted or latched down hatch covers. 

2.7.2 Staging Support Connection 

a. NA Inspect the condition of the staging support for corrosion. 

2.7.3 Breathers and Vents 

a. NA Inspect and service the breather. 
b. NA Inspect screens on vents and breathers. 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.7.4 Emergency P N  Hatches 

a. NA Inspect and service pressure/vacuum hatches. (Setting should be high enough to 
prevent chattering of breather during normal operation. See breather manufacturer's 
guide.) 

b. NA Inspect liquid seal hatches for corrosion and proper liquid level in the seal. 

2.7.5 Sample Hatch 

a. NA Inspect sample hatch for corrosion. 
b. NA Check that the cover operates properly. 
c. NA If the tank has no gauge well, check for a hold off distance marker and check 

measurement. 

2.8 FLOATING ROOF 

2.8.1 Roof Deck 

a. NA Hammer test the area between roof rim and shell. (If access for hammer testing is 
inadequate, measure the distance from the bottom edge of the roof to the corroded 
area and then hammer test from inside the pontoon.) 

b. NA In sour water service, clean and test all deck plate weld seams for cracking unless the 
lower laps have been seal welded. 

c. NA Check that either the roof drain is open or the drain plug in the roof is open in case of 
unexpected rain. 

d. NA On flat bottomed and cone down bottom roof decks, check for a vapor dam around 
the periphery of the roof. The dam should be continuous without break to prevent 
escape of vapors to the seal area from under the center of the roof. 

2.8.2 Floating Roof Pontoons 

a. NA Visually inspect each pontoon for liquid leakage. 
b. NA Run a light wire through the gooseneck vents on locked down inspection hatch 

covers to make sure they are open. 
c. NA Inspect lockdown latches on each cover. 
d. NA Check and report if each pontoon is: 

NA ( 1 )  Vapor tight (bulkhead seal welded on one side on bottom, sides, 
and top), 

NA (2) Liquid tight (seal welded on bottom and sides only), or 
NA (3) Unacceptable (minimum acceptable condition is liquid tight). 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.8.3 Floating Roof Cutouts 

a. NA Inspect underside of cutouts for mechanical damage. 
b. NA Inspect welds for cracks. 
c. NA Inspect plate for thinning, pitting, and erosion. 
d. NA Measure mixer cutouts and record plate thickness for future mixer installation or 

replacement. 
Plate thickness. 

2.8.4 Floating Roof Supports 

a. NA Inspect fixed low and removable high floating roof legs for thinning. 
b. NA Inspect for notching at bottom of legs for drainage. 
c. NA Inspect for leg buckling or felling at bottom. 
d. NA Inspect pin hole in roof guide for tears. 
e. NA Check plumb of all legs. 
f. NA Inspect for adequate reinforcing gussets on all legs through a single portion of 

the roof. 
NA Inspect the area around the roof legs for cracking if there is no internal reinforcing g. - 

pad or if the topside pad is not welded to the deck plate on the underside. 
h. NA Inspect the sealing system on the two-position legs and the vapor plugs in the fixed 

low leg for deterioration of the gaskets. 
i. NA On all mounted roof supports, check for adequate clearance based on the maximum 

floating roof movement as determined by the position of the roof relative to the 
gauge well and/or counter rotational device. 

2.9 FLOATING ROOF SEAL ASSEMBLIES 

2.9.1 Primary Shoe Assembly 

a. NA Remove four sections of foam log (foam filled seals) for inspection on 90 degree 
locations. 

b. NA Inspect hanger attachment to roof rim for thinning, bending, broken welds, and wear 
of pin holes. 

c. NA Inspect clips welded to roof rim for thinning. - 

d. NA Shoes: Inspect for thinning and holes in shoes. 
e. NA Inspect for bit-metal bolts, clips, and attachments. 
f. NA Seal fabric: Inspect for deterioration, stiffening, holes, and tears in fabric. 
g. NA Measure length of fabric from  to^ of shoe to roof rim. and check against maximum = -  " - 

anticipated annular space as roof operates. 
h. NA Inspect any modification of shoes over shell nozzles, mixers, etc., for clearance. 
i. NA Inspect shoes for damage caused by striking shell nozzles, mixers, etc. 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.9.2 Primary Toroidal Assembly 

a. NA Inspect seal fabric for wear, deterioration, holes, and tears. 
b. NA Inspect hold down system for buckling or bending. 
c. X Inspect foam for liquid absorption and deterioration. 

2.9.3 Rim Mounted Secondaries 

a. IVA Inspect the rim-mounted bolting bar for corrosion and broken welds. 
b. Measure and chart seal-to-shell gaps. - 
c. NA Visually inspect seal from below, looking for holes as evident by light. 
d. NA Inspect fabric for deterioration and stiffness. 
e. NA Inspect for mechanical damage, corrosion, and wear on tip in contact with shell. 
f. NA Inspect for contact with obstructions above top of shell. 

2.10 FLOATING ROOF APPURTENANCES 

2.10.1 Roof Manways 

a. NA Inspect walls of manways for pitting and thinning. 
b. NA On tanks with interface autogauges, check seal around gauge tape cable and guide 

wires through manway cover. 
c. NA Inspect cover gasket and bolts. 

2.10.2 Rim Vent 

a. NA Check rim vent for pitting and holes. 
b. NA Check vent for condition of screen. 
c. NA On floating roof tanks where the environmental rules require closing off the vent, 

check the vent pipe for corrosion at the pipe-to-rim joint and check that the blinding 
is adequate. 

2.10.3 Vacuum Breaker, Breather Type 

a. NA Service and check operation of breather valve. 
b. NA Check that nozzle pipe projects no more than 112 inch below roof deck. 
c. NA Inspect reinforcing pad and pad welds. 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.10.4 Vacuum Breaker, Mechanical Type 

a. NA Inspect the stem for thinning. Measure how far the vacuum breaker cover is raised 
off the pipe when the roof is resting on high or low legs. 

NA On high legs. 
NA On low legs. 

2.10.5 Roof Drains: Open Systems, Including Emergency Drains 

a. NA Check liquid level inside open roof drains for adequate freeboard. Report if there is 
insufficient distance between liquid level and top of drain. 

b. NA If tank comes under Air Quality Monitoring District rules, inspect the roof drain 
vapor plug. 

c. NA If emergency drain is not at the center of the roof, check that there are at least three 
emergency drains. 

2.10.6 Closed Drain Systems: Drain Basins 

a. NA Inspect for thinning and pitting. 
b. NA Inspect protective coating (topside). 
c. NA Inspect basin cover or screen for corrosion. 
d. NA Test operation of check valve. 
e. NA Check for presence of check valve where bottom of basin is below product level. 
f. NA Inspect drain basin(s) to roof deck welds for cracking. 

NA Check drain basin(s) outlet pipe for adequate reinforcement to roof deck (including g. - 
reinforcing pad). 

2.10.7 Closed Drain Systems: Fixed Drain Line on Tank Bottom 

a. NA Hammer test fixed drain line on tank bottom for thinning and scale/debris plugging. 
b. NA Inspect supports and reinforcing pads for weld failures and corrosion. 
c. NA Check that pipe is guided, not rigidly locked to supports, to avoid tearing of tank 

bottom plate. 

2.10.8 Closed Drain Systems: Flexible Pipe Drain 

a. NA Inspect for damage to exterior of pipe. 
b. NA Check for obstructions that pipe could catch on. 
c. NA Inspect shields to protect pipe from snagging. 
d. NA Inspect results of hydrotest on flexible roof drain system. 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.10.9 Closed Drain Systems: Articulated Joint Drain 

a. NA Hammer test rigid pipe in flexible joint system for thinning and scaleldebris 
plugging. 

b. NA Inspect system for signs of bending or strain. 
c. NA Inspect results of system hydrotest. 
d. NA Inspect landing leg and pad. 

2.10.10 Autogauge System and Alarms 

a. NA Check freedom of movement of tape through autogauge tape guide. 
b. NA Inspect sheaves for freedom of movement. 
c. NA Test operation checker. 
d. NA Inspect tape and tape cable for twisting and fraying. 
e. NA Test the tape's freedom of movement through guide sheaves and tape guide pipe. - - - - 

f. NA On open-top tanks, check that gate tapes with cables have no more than one foot of 
tape exposed with float at lowest point. 

NA Check float for leakage. g. - 
h. NA Test float guide wire anchors for spring action by pulling on wire and releasing. 
i. NA Inspect floatwells in floating roofs for thinning and pitting of walls just above the 

liquid level. 

j. NA Check that the autogauge tape is firmly attached to the float. 
k. NA Inspect the tape cable and float guide wire fabric seals through the float well 

cover. 
1. NA Inspect the bottom guide wire attachment clip. Inspect for a temporary weighted bar 

instead of a permanent welded down clip. 

m. NA Inspect board-type autogauge indicators for legibility and freedom of movement of 
indicator. 

n. NA Measure and record these distances to determine if seal damage will occur if tank is 
run over: 

(1) From shell top angle to underside of tape guide system. - - 

(2) From liquid level on floating top to top of secondary seal. 
o. NA Identify floating roofs where the tape is connected directly to the roof. 

NA Overfill alarm: Inspect tank overfill prevention alarm switches for proper operation. p. - 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.11 COMMON TANK APPURTENANCES 

2.11.1 Gauge Well 

a. NA Inspect gauge well pipe for thinning at about two-thirds distance above the bottom: 
look for thinning at the edge of the slots. 

b. NA Check for corrosion on the pipe joint. Check that sample cords, weights, 
thermometers, etc., have been removed from the pipe. 

c. NA Check for cone at bottom end of pipe about one foot above the bottom. 
d. NA Check condition of well washer pipe and that its flared end is directed at the near 

side of the hold off pad. 
e. NA Check that supports for gauge well are welded to pad or to shell and not directly to 

bottom plate. 
f. NA Check operation of gauge well cover. 

NA Check presence of a hold-off distance marker in well pipe and record hold-off g. - 
distance. 

Hold-off Distance. 
h. NA Identify and report size and pipe schedule, and whether pipe is solid or slotted. 

Report slot size. 
i. NA Check that the hold-off distance plate is seal welded to the bottom and that any gauge 

well supports are welded to the plate and not directly to the bottom. 
j. NA Inspect vapor control float and cable. 
k. NA Check for presence and condition of gauge well washer. 
1. NA Check for bull plug or plate blind on gauge well washer valve. 

- ~- - 

m. NA Inspect gage well guide in floating roof for pitting and thinning. 
n. NA Inspect the guide rollers and sliding plates for freedom of movement. 
o. NA Inspect condition of gauge well pipe seal system. 

NA On black oil and diesel services: if gauge well is also used for sampling, check for p. - 
presence of a thief- and gauge-type hatch to avoid spillage. 

NA Visually inspect inside of pipe for pipe weld protrusions which could catch or 9. - 
damage vapor control float. 

2.11.2 Sampling Systems: Roof Sample Hatches 

a. NA Inspect roof mounted sample hatches for reinforcing pads and cracking. 
b. NA Inspect cover for operation. 
c. NA For tanks complying with Air Quality Monitoring District rules, inspect sample hatch 

covers for adequate sealing. 
d. NA Check horizontal alignment of internal floating roof sample hatches under fixed roof 

hatches. 
e. NA Inspect the sealing system on the internal floating roof sample hatch cover. 
f. NA Inspect floating roof sample hatch cover recoil reel and rope. 



Tdnk Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

2.1 1.3 Shell Nozzles 

a. / Inspect shell nozzles for thinning and pitting. 
b. NA Inspect hot tap nozzles for trimming of holes. 
c. / Identify type of shell nozzles. 
d. NA Identify and describe internal piping, including elbow up and elbow down types. 

2.11.4 For Nozzles Extended Into the Tank 

a. NA Inspect pipe support pads welded to tank bottom. 
b. NA Inspect to see that pipe is free to move along support without strain or tearing action 

on bottom plate. 
c. NA Inspect nozzle valves for packing leaks and damaged flange faces. 
d. NA Inspect heater steam nozzle flanges and valves for wire cutting. 
e. NA Report which nozzles have thermal pressure relief bosses and valves. 
f. NA In internal elbow-down fill line nozzles, inspect the wear plate on the tank bottom. . 

NA On elbow-up fill lines in floating roof tanks, check that opening is directed against g. - 
underside of roof, not against vapor space. Inspect impact area for erosion. 

2.11.5 Diffusers and Air Rolling Systems 

a. NA Inspect diffuser pipe for erosion and thinning. 
b. NA Check holes in diffuser for excessive wear and enlargement. 
c. NA Inspect diffuser supports for damage and corrosion. 
d. NA Check that diffuser supports restrain, not anchor, longitudinal line movement. 
e. NA Inspect air spiders on bottom of lube oil tanks for plugging and damaged or broken 

threaded joints. 

2.11.6 Swing Lines 

a. NA Inspect flexible joint for cracks and leaks. 
b. NA Scribe the flexible joint across the two moving faces and raise end of swing line to 

check the joint's freedom of movement, indicated by separation of scribe marks. 
c. NA Check that flexible joints over six inches are supported. - - 
d. NA Inspect the swing pipe for deep pitting and weld corrosion. 
e. NA Loosen the vent plugs in the pontoons and listen for a vacuum. Lack of a vacuum 

indicates a leaking pontoon. 
f. NA Check the results of air tests on pontoons during repairs. 

NA Inspect the pontoons for pitting. g. - 
h. NA Inspect the pull-down cable connections to the swing. 



Tank Out-of-Service Inspection Checklist 

i. NA Inspect the condition of the bottom-mounted support, fixed roof limiting bumper or 
shell mounted limiting bumper for wood condition, weld and bolt corrosion and seal 
welding to bottom or shell. 

j. NA Inspect safety hold-down chain for corrosion and weak links. 
k. NA Check that there is a welded reinforcing pad where the chain connects to the 

bottom. 
1. NA If the floating swing in a floating or internal floating roof tank does not have a 

limiting device preventing the swing from exceeding 60 degrees, measure and 
calculate the maximum angle possible with the roof on overflow. 

Max. angle on overflow (If the calculated angle exceeds 65 degrees, 
recommend installation of a limiting bracket.) 

m. NA Inspect pull down cable for fraying. 
n. NA Inspect for three cable clamps where cable attaches to end of swingline 

(single-reeved) or to roof assembly (double-reeved). Inspect sheaves for freedom of 
movement. 

o. NA Inspect winch operation and check the height indicator for legibility and 
accuracy. 

NA Inspect bottom-mounted sheave assembly at end of pontoon for freedom of rotation p- - 
of sheave. 

NA Inspect shell-mounted lower sheave assembly for freedom of rotation of sheave, 9. - 
corrosion thinning and pitting of sheave housing. 

r. NA Inspect upper sheave assembly for freedom of movement of sheave. 
s. NA Inspect the cable counterbalance assembly for corrosion and freedom of operation. 

2.11.7 Manway Heater Racks 

a. NA Inspect the manway heater racks for heater welds and bending of the sliding 
rails. 

b. NA Measure and record the length of the heater and length of the rack. 

2.11.8 Mixer Wear Plates and Deflector Stands 

a. NA Inspect bottom and shell plates and deflector stands. 
b. NA Inspect for erosion and corrosion on the wear plates. Inspect for rigidity, structural 

soundness, corrosion and erosion of deck plates and reinforcing pads that are seal 
welded to the bottom under the deflector stand legs. 

c. NA Measure for propeller clearance between the bottom of deflector stand and roof when 
the roof is on low legs. 

2.12 ACCESS STRUCTURES (See In-Service Inspection Checklist sec. 1.6.) 
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-- 1 McConnahey 
I Sample Source: Tank / Spec Number: ASTM D975 ) Amount Sample Represents: 15000 gal 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S. ARM. .UARTERMASTER CENTER AND S C H ~  A 

FORT LEE, VIRG JNJA 23801-1801 

SEA MAN PETROLEUM LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORT 

0.0 1 0.002 

N S F U -  Not Suitable for Use. Product as represented by sample is not suitable for use for items 6a, 7, and 24. Possible 
cause ,s  Contamination by water and sediment. There was a visible amount of sediment, water, and microbiological 
growtll in the sample. Do not issue. Resample and resubmit. 

L- - -- 
P.0.C for this memorandum is the undersigned at 804-734-0653 

I 

Submitting Unit Name/Tel#: Camp Lejeune- Hawthorne Services Inc 
a- 

Cox. Danielle B.1 SSGT. USMCI 19 March 2009 

Date test started: 17 March 2009 
Sample Number: bottom sample 
PrOduct Type: BIODI~KI 

Date sample received: 17 ~ a r c h 2 0 0 9  
1 Date test complete: 19 March 2009 
! Lab Number: Fon Lee Laboratory 

Date sample taken: 17 March 2009 
Test Level: Modified B-2 
Sample taken by: James 



4450 Johnslon Parkwy Untl B 

I Cleveland, OH 44128 Analyti 
(consolidated) TEL: (216) 663-0808 

FAX: (216) 663-0656 wO#: 09045% 
Webslle: Date Reported: 5/5/2009 

CLIENT: Applied Technology, Inc. Cdlection Date: 411 412009 8: 15:00 AM 

Project: 0727, Camp LeJeune 

Lab ID: 0904595-00 1 Matrix: LIQUID 

Client Sample I D  03697-D Tank 20 

Analyses Result RL Qual Units D F  Date Analyzed 

CLlN 6431 WASTE OIL PACKAGE 
METALS ANALYSIS BY ICP 

Arsaiic 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Lead 

CLIN 6431 WASTE OIL PACKAGE 
POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCBs), SOLID 

A m c h  1016 
Arockx 1221 

Arock~ 1232 
Arock~ 1242 
Amcbr 1248 

Arock)r 1254 
Amcloc 12 60 

SUI r: Decachiorobiphenyl 
Surr Tetrachlorern-me 

CLlN 6431 WASTE OIL PACKAGE 
TOTAL ORGANIC HALIDES (TOX) 

SW6010B Analyst: RLG 

SWB082 Analyst: MIM 

SW9076 Analyst: CAM 

T U ~  Organic tielides ND 10.0 mglKg 1 4/23/2008 

CLlN 6431 WASTE OIL PACKAGE 
K ASH 

A 2 W G  Analyst: VM 

CLlN 6431 WASTE OIL PACKAGE 
BTU 

ASTM 424087 Analyst: VM 

BTU 5.800 500 BTUilb. 1 4/22/2008 5:20:27 PM 

CLlN 6401 (RCI) 
CYANIDE, REACTIVE 

SW7.3.3.2 Analyst: DR 

Cyanide. Reactive 9.05 6.25 mg/Kg 25 5/4/2009 

-- - 
Qudlllers: "X Value cxceeds Maximum Contam~nant Level €3 Analytc detected h the assoc~ated Method Blank 

DF Dilution Factor E Value above quantitation range 

H Holding times for prcparalion or analysis exceeded M Manual Integration used to determine area response 
WI)l, Method Detection Limit ND Not Detected at the Reporting Limit 

P L  Pcrmit Llmit RL Reporting Detection Limit (PQL) Page 1 of 6 



4450 Johnsron Parkwqv Unit B 

P R E C I S I O N  Cleveland, OH 44/28  
Analytical Report - TEL; (216) 663-0808 (consolidated) 

FAX: (216) 663-0656 WO#: 0904595 
Website: Date Reported: 5/5/2009 

-- 
CLIENT: Applied Technology, Inc. Collection Date: 4/14/2009 8: 15:OO AM 
Project: 0727, Camp LeJeune 

Lab ID:. 0904595-00 1 Matrix: LIQUID 

Client Sample I D  03697-D Tank 20 
-- 

Analyst!~ Resd t RL Qual Units D F  Date Analyzed 

CLlN 6401 (RCI) 
FLASHPOINT 

1gnitd)ility 

CLlN APP 6429 W A T E R  
KARL FISCHER TlTRlMETRlC 

SW1010 Analyst: EC 

142 0 'F 1 4/23/2009 

ASTM-E2O3 Analyst: ACS 

%Water. Karl Fischer Q3.9 0.00500 % 1 4/29/2009 10:05:00 AM 

PH, LIQUID S W 9 W B  Analyst: EC 

Hydrogen Ion (pH) 4.03 0 H S.U. 1 4/22/2009 5:08:00 PM 

CLlN 6433 SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

A2710F Analyst: EC 

Specific Gravity 0.84000 0 1 4/23/2009 

CLlN 6401 (RCI) 
SULFIDE, REACTIVE 

Sulfde. Reactive 

CLlN 6431 WASTE OIL PACKAGE 
SULFUR BY BOMB 

SW.3.4.2 Analyst: DR 

ND 5.00 mglKg 1 5/4/2009 

ASTM-Dl29 Analyst: VM 

-~ .- -- -- . 
Qualifiers; "Y Vulue eaurds Maximum Contaminant Level B Analyte detected in the associated Method Blmk 

DF Dilution Factor E Value abow quantitation range 

P, Holding times for prcparatibn br analysis exceeded M Manual Integration used to d e h i n e  area respon6e 
M[)L Method Detection L~rnit ND Not Detected at the Reporting Limit 

PL PermitLimit R L Reporting Detection Limit (PQL) Page 2 of 6 



APPENDIX C 

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

000-209038 - MRFF AST Cleaning-Final Rpt.doc CATLIN Engineers and Scientists 
CATLIN Project No. 209-038 August 2009 



8 J'.i I 1.1' 
Photo 1 ; Lower man way and associated AST piping. 

Photo 2; Decirl 1111 IY nuisance water from bottom UI iann IUI ularuaal at EMD. 

DOD-Photo documentation Appendix.doc 
CATLIN Project No. 209-038 

CA TLIN Engineers and Scientists 
August 2009 



Photo 3; Transfer of contaminated fuel to tanker for transport to recycle center. 

DOD-Photo documentation Appendix.doc CATLIN Engineers and Scientists 
CATLIN Project No. 209-038 August 2009 



rnoro 0;  na I r;learllrly rrlalerlals, uusaye 4 yalluris ample ureen ro I uu gallons 
clean water. 

DOD-Photo documentation Appendix.doc CATLIN Engineers and Scientists 
CATLIN Project No. 209-038 August 2009 



DOD-Photo documentation Appendix-doc 
CATLIN Project No. 209-038 

CA TLlN Engineers and Scientists 
August 2009 



DOD-Photo documentation Appendix.doc 
CATLlN Project No. 209-038 

CA TLIN Engineers and Scientists 
August 2009 



Photo 11 ; Cleaningapparatus IIIUUI I L ~ U  LU upper rllar I way. 

DOD- Photo documentation Appendix.doc 
CATLlN Project No. 209-038 

CA TLlN Engineers and Scientists 
August 2009 



Photo 13;Triple application of cleaning : 
m' 

A- 

in progress. 

Photo 14: Lower portion of AST after cleaning completed. 

DOD-Photo documentation Appendix.doc CA TLlN Engineers and Scientists 
CA TLlN Project No. 209-038 August 2009 



rnoro I 3; rortlon or na I aDove Tloarlng roo1 aner cleaning cornplerea. (looking 
down from above) 

Photo 16; Completion of cleaning with installation of man ways using new 
gaskets and new nuts and bolts 

DOD- Photo documentation Appendix.doc 
CATLIN Project No. 209-038 

CATLIN Engineers and Scientists 
August 2009 
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